
TUESDAY 23rd February 2016 at 7pm at
the Kawana Waters Uniting Church (cnr
Thunderbird & Honeysuckle Drive) 
Guest Speaker:  Sandie Johnston - Sunshine Coast
Council Waste Resource Education Coordinator, 
presents Recycling on the Sunshine Coast
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Supported by
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www.kw.kwikkopy.com.au

While criminal activity within the area remains low, and has decreased since the formation of the NHW, 
there is an ongoing requirement to remain vigilant for criminal or anti-social activity.  The mandate for 
NHW remains a philosophy and an approach to working together as a community to reduce crime and 
enhance community safety.  In this regard, the NHW Bokarina is committed to working in partnership 
with the community and Queensland Police for a safer and more secure Bokarina. 
I greatly appreciate the outstanding contribution that the 2015 Committee has made and must 
acknowledge out-going official, RENAE COSTA, for her efforts and commitment as our inaugural 
Secretary. I am also delighted to welcome back to our Executive Committee, existing officials and new 
members, Trent Wakerly & Stacey Cosson.

NHW Committee:
Area Coordinator LARA BLACKBEARD
Secretary STACEY COSSON
Treasurer KATHY CANNON
Media Liaison Officer STEVE FERGUSON
Editor in Chief SUE TREVENA
Fundraising Coordinator JULIE BOULTON
General Committee TRENT WAKERLEY
Zone Coordinators IAN STEPHENSON, GLENYS DAWSON, JACKI WALPOLE, 

TERRI MORTON, ANNE DENNINGS, 
GEORGIA WALSHE & VILLIN HOLCOMBE

This is not an exclusive club, all residents are welcome and if you would like to be part of the NHW, we 
support any level of commitment under General Committee membership and/or Zone Coordinators; 
give me a call.  We have some wonderful, enthusiastic volunteers who have contributed tirelessly over 
the last twelve months to the ongoing activities of the group, and to them I say THANK YOU, you 
know who you are! Thanks also to our 2015 & 2016 supporters, KWIK KOPY KAWANA WATERS and 
BELLE PROPERTY. In conclusion, I can report that the fundraising over the year was earmarked for the 
betterment of the community and at the final Executive Committee meeting of 2015, the Committee 
gifted $250 to the Kawana Waters Uniting Church for disbursement to a local cause or need within 
Bokarina.  Until next quarter ...  Lara Blackbeard Area Coordinator
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Area Coordinator
Lara Blackbeard Bokarina Property Specialist & Sales Consultant
M: 0449 161 759  E: lara.blackbeard@belleproperty.com
Follow me on facebook: lara blackbeard belle property

IMPORTANT NUMBERS
Emergency 000 Crimestoppers 1800 333 000
PoliceLink & Hoon Hotline 131 444 Kawana Waters Police Station 5413 8700

Neighbourhood Watch 
Householder Kits and 

Gate Plaques
• Be a visible deterrent to

criminals with your NHW plaque 
and window stickers

• REDUCE YOUR
INSURANCE
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Surveys
We are eager for feedback on NHW Bokarina so encourage 
you to please complete the recently distributed Feedback 
Surveys and return to the post box of the Uniting Church in 
Honeysuckle Dr or scan and return by email.

Thank you to those who have already done so. 

Next Community 
Neighbourhood Watch Meeting

All welcome 

THIS DATABASE IS PRIVATE 
AND EXCLUSIVELY 

FOR NHW NOTIFICATIONS. 



Cycle Safety in Bokarina Streets
Bicycles are classed as vehicles when riding on 
roads and cyclists must follow the same road 
rules as drivers. Bokarina is a very popular place 
for Cyclists – so BEWARE on our roads!

On-Road Bicycle Symbols
Due to the rise in the number of vehicles and 
bicycles on our roads, council has placed 
special markings on the road for the safety of 
all road users.

White bike symbols 
– for bicycles only
Bicycle lanes marked with a white bicycle 
symbol are for the use of bicycles only. The 
following rules apply:
• Motor vehicles may use the lane for 50

metres prior to turning.
• Drivers should not park or drive in bicycle

lanes unless turning.
• New road rules allow cyclists to choose if

they wish to ride in the
bicycle lane or not.

Green lanes 
– for bicycles only
Green lanes are used where there is a greater 
safety risk to cyclists, such as at intersections 
and roundabouts:
• Drivers must pay extra attention where

green paint is used as cyclists may need to
cross the path of turning traffic.

• Drivers need to ensure that they give
cyclists enough room and that they do not
cut-off cyclists when moving
outside lanes to turn.

Yellow bike symbols 
– cars and cyclists share
When there isn’t enough space on the road for 
a bicycle lane, yellow bicycle symbols are used 
to remind road users that cyclists and motorists 

Simple rules to follow:
• Everyone should keep left and give way to

pedestrians
• Warn when approaching. Cyclists use a

bell, skateboarders call out
• Don’t obstruct the path
• Stop and look before leaving the path

crossing the road

The following Information is provided from 
Qld Government (Dividing Fences Act Qld)

Avoiding Fencing Disputes

Dividing fences are a common cause of disputes 
between neighbours. By following some key 
steps, you can ensure you & your neighbour 
are happy with the construction & maintenance 
of your dividing fence, work through problems 
together, & avoid legal disputes.
It is always best to work through any problems 
over your fence directly with your neighbour 
- quicker, cheaper & less stressful than legal 
action. Whenever possible, resolve any issues 
before they damage your relationship with your 
neighbour. 

To avoid Fence Disputes:
• Keep on good terms with your neighbour & 

resolve any potential fence issues before
they get out of hand

• Consult your neighbour before you do any
work that could alter or damage a dividing
fence - including attaching anything to it,
as the fence between your properties is
owned by both of you

• Know your legal responsibilities over a
dividing fence

• Act quickly and seek help to resolve disputes
• Speak to your neighbour face-to-face; it’s

more personal & will help the situation.
• Get your neighbour’s written consent if

you are going to attach anything to the
fence: eg… shade sails, lattices, signs

If you want to Build a Fence
> If you have consulted them about it face-to-
face, you should write a letter telling them about 
the fence, how it will be built & the estimated 
cost—including their contribution. This is called 
a “notice to fence”
> Get a least one written quote, but as a matter
of courtesy supply two quotes.
> Each neighbour is liable for half the cost of the
fencing work. However, where one neighbour 
wants more work done than is necessary for a 
sufficient dividing fence, they can pay the extra 
cost.
> Please note – work must not be commenced
prior to an agreement being reached between 
the parties. Read about your responsibilities as 
a fence owner for the rules you should know 
before starting work.

Know your Legal Responsibilities over 
Dividing Fences
> Make sure you are familiar with your
responsibilities under the law over dividing 
fences. Dividing fences are covered by the 
Neighbourhood Disputes (Dividing Fences and 
Trees) Act 2011 (PDF)
(http://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/LEGISLTN/
ACTS/2011/11AC025.pdf)

Act quickly and seek help
> If a dispute over a fence develops with a
neighbour you should aim to find a solution 
quickly, before the issue gets out of hand. If you 
allow the dispute to linger it will only get worse.

Further information QLD Government
• Visit the following site for help - step by

step guide for resolving disputes
(https://www.qld.gov.au/law/housing-and-
neighbours/disputes-about-fences-trees-and-
buildings/resolving-tree-and-fence-disputes/
resolving-dividing-fence-disputes-with-qcat)

are sharing the road. The following rules apply:
• Council advises drivers not to overtake

cyclists in these zones until there is enough
room to safely pass or where the road widens. 

• When a yellow symbol sits over an unbroken
white line the cyclist may ride on either side
of the white line.

• When the symbol sits in the centre of the
traffic lane cyclists can use the entire lane.

• Cyclists should ride at least one metre from
parked vehicles to avoid being hit by
opening doors.

New Cycling Rules
To improve safety for cyclists, a few rules that 
may have seemed confusing or inconsistent have 
been updated. Whether you ride on two wheels, 
four or more, we all need to get along and share 
the road safely. Motorists, remember to stay 
wider of the rider and have a little patience and 
courtesy for your fellow road users
To find out more, visit Queensland Government 
website and search ‘bicycle road rules’

Tips for sharing Roads
If you are riding a bicycle:
• Be considerate of drivers when choosing

to cycle two abreast. Indicate clearly and
make sure you are clearly visible

• Ride predictably & Use hand signals
• Obey the road rules. Rules apply to

everyone not just drivers

If you are a driver:
• Give cyclists space – at least 1 metre at

60km/hr or less, and 1.5 metres over 60km/hr
• Give way to cyclists and indicate
• Brake and wait until it is safe to pass a cyclist
• Look before opening your car door

Tips for sharing Pathways
All pathways in Queensland are shared between 
bikes, skateboards, scooters and pedestrians 
unless otherwise signed.

Please note Council do not get involved in 
fencing disputes.

http://www.qld.gov.au/
https://www.qld.gov.au/law/housing-and-neighbours/disputes-about-fences-trees-and-buildings/resolving-tree-and-fence-disputes/step-by-step-guide-to-resolving-tree-and-fence-disputes/
https://www.qld.gov.au/law/housing-and-neighbours/disputes-about-fences-trees-and-buildings/avoiding-fence-tree-and-building-disputes/your-responsibility-as-a-fence-owner/
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While criminal activity within the area remains low, and has decreased since the formation of the NHW, 
there is an ongoing requirement to remain vigilant for criminal or anti-social activity.  The mandate for 
NHW remains a philosophy and an approach to working together as a community to reduce crime and 
enhance community safety.  In this regard, the NHW Bokarina is committed to working in partnership 
with the community and Queensland Police for a safer and more secure Bokarina.  
I greatly appreciate the outstanding contribution that the 2015 Committee has made and must 
acknowledge out-going official, RENAE COSTA, for her efforts and commitment as our inaugural 
Secretary. I am also delighted to welcome back to our Executive Committee, existing officials and new 
members, Trent Wakerly & Stacey Cosson.

NHW Committee:
Area Coordinator LARA BLACKBEARD
Secretary STACEY COSSON
Treasurer KATHY CANNON
Media Liaison Officer STEVE FERGUSON
Editor in Chief SUE TREVENA
Fundraising Coordinator JULIE BOULTON          
General Committee TRENT WAKERLEY
Zone Coordinators IAN STEPHENSON, GLENYS DAWSON, JACKI WALPOLE, 
  TERRI MORTON, ANNE DENNINGS, 
  GEORGIA WALSHE  & VILLIN HOLCOMBE

This is not an exclusive club, all residents are welcome and if you would like to be part of the NHW, we 
support any level of commitment under General Committee membership and/or Zone Coordinators; 
give me a call.  We have some wonderful, enthusiastic volunteers who have contributed tirelessly over 
the last twelve months to the ongoing activities of the group, and to them I say THANK YOU, you 
know who you are!  Thanks also to our 2015 & 2016 supporters, KWIK KOPY KAWANA WATERS and 
BELLE PROPERTY. In conclusion, I can report that the fundraising over the year was earmarked for the 
betterment of the community and at the final Executive Committee meeting of 2015, the Committee 
gifted $250 to the Kawana Waters Uniting Church for disbursement to a local cause or need within 
Bokarina.  Until next quarter ...  Lara Blackbeard Area Coordinator
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Surveys
We are eager for feedback on NHW Bokarina so encourage 
you to please complete the recently distributed Feedback 
Surveys and return to the post box of the Uniting Church in 
Honeysuckle Dr or scan and return by email.

Thank you to those who have already done so. 

Next Community 
Neighbourhood Watch Meeting

All welcome 

THIS DATABASE IS PRIVATE 
AND EXCLUSIVELY 

FOR NHW NOTIFICATIONS. 




